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ABSTRACT

Various methods of experimental study of basic pa-

rameters, responsible for efficient acceleration of

thin target by the powerful laser radiation are con-

sidered. It is demonstrated that plasma corona dyna-

mics turns to be one of the main sources of the ne-

cessary data for correct understanding of hydrody -

naraic processes in laser-produced plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

The most profound understanding of such processes

as powerful laser interaction with dense plasma

and acceleration of nonevaporated target part strongly

requires experimental data on important hydrodynamic

plasma corona parameters, i.e. mass evaporated re te,

pressure, applied to the nonevaporated solid layar ,

position of laser energy absorption region. In recent

laser-produced plasma investigations more attention

was paid to the questions of corona density profile

modifications and generation in this area of super-

thermal electrons and fast ions. Experimental study

of such processes is impossible without specific de-

velopment of conventional plasma diagnostics methods

as well as the invention of principally new diagnos-

tic methods •

2. CORONA OPTICAL IROBI1I6

Plasma corona optical probing allows one to deter-

mine spatial distribution of the refractive index

mainly dependent on free electron number density .

The use of pulsed light sources and high-speed photo-

registratora make» it possible to define the time

evolution of the electron concentration profile. The

range of the measured electron densities directly de-

pends on the wavelength of the probing radiation.Here

the study of dense plasma (ne«»10'*-10 cm"-3) may be

performed only with the use of UV light sources be-

cause the critical electron concentration nc is re-

lated with the probing radiation wavelength .71 in

the following way s nc(cm"
3) * 1.1.1021J\ ~2( ;um ).

Shortening the wavelength of the probing radiation

leads to the decrease in the refraction angle 6 of

the beams in the plasma corona sQ«* neX I/O., (L is

the longitudinal plasma dimension; Q. ia characteristic

density scale-length).

While chosing the probing source one should take

into account the following specific requirements :

high spatial (up to 10"*cm) and time {7 10~ 1 0B) reso-

lution, accurate synchronization of the probing light

source, the protection of the photodetector from the

plasma emission exposure. Fig. 1 shows the dependen-

ces of the required light source parameters and the

interferomentricaily measured maxinal plasma electron

density on the probing radiation wavelength /1/ .

A considerable steepening of the density profile

(in the region n#3> 10 cm"3), typical for the laser-

produced plasma, leads to significant refraction of

the probing beam». Thus, even at the use of a suf-

ficiently high collection aperture objective

the processing of interferograms «*y turn to be

impracticable because of the crowding of the inter-

ference fringes.
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Fjg.1. Laser powtr (1,2),probing beam divergence

(3,4) and maximum electron oonotntration (5,6)versus

the probing radiation wavelength.Plasma parameters:

1,3,5 - L»2.10"2cm, a • 5.iO"3 cm;,3,5
2,4,6 - L»1O~3 cm, 3.10,-4 cm

~l
To eliminate the accuracy loss in this region

one should apply the shearing interferometers. The
shearing interferogram is produced by the interfe-
rence of two object beams that are passing plasma
at certain distance from.each other.The advantages of
the developed interferometers (lateral and radial
shearing) /2/ are as follows: simplicity of the opti-
cal scheme and the operation convenience at complex
experimental arrangements, and the feasibility of
improving the accuracy of processing the interfe -
rograms in the most interesting region of the inho-
mogeneous plasma.

3. HEGISTERING OF PLASMA CRITICAL DENSITY HOSICK

In order to include to the measured range the
electron densities up to the critical value ( n_ «
« 10 cm J) for the Nd-laser frequency W o we have
developed a method for studying the corona local
regions with ne»nc and ne-nc/4 during the action of
the heating puis» /3/.ThiB method ia based on the pro-
cesses of nonlinear laser interaction that are ma -
nifested in the generation of harmonics 2 OJO and
3/2 COe . By means of a streak camera one observes
the evolution of the plasma emitting regions(Fig.2)
simultaneously in two spectral regions.

Fig.3 shows r-t diagrams of the plasma corona re-
gions of the shell target having different electron
density values obtained by simultaneous usage of
the shearing interferometry and the method of re-
gistering plasma luminosity at S0Oa and 3/2 6ûo •

In the corona region of the rarefied plasma (ne«
<<nc) there takes place a transition from isothermal
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Fig.2. Dynamics of the plasma regions emitting

at 2(00{a) and 2/2(*iaW. Polystyrene target:

180 ;um in dia, nail thickness 2.4 fm .

expansion to an adiabatic regime, and the character

of the density space distribution formed in the re-

gion of the highest pressure gradient remains un-

changed within the velocity eoordinateo V «r/t .

From the similarity of the expanding plasma corona

one may determine the mass rate m(r,t)«4JTr jJ (r,t)v,

where J> » poexp(-r/0.) is the density obtained from

interferograms. Prom this we have: A«t VJ«Xp(-V/Cs),

« S i 15 I. a 3 15

t

Pig.3.R-t diagrams of the plasma corona isoden3ities.

where Cs=<l/t, is the plasma sound velocity in the

isothermal region. It is obvious that maximum mass

rate is reached at V m«3 C& .

4. ION ENERGY SPECTRUM DIAGNOSTICS.

For measuring the ion velocity distribution in the

experiments we have widely used the method of ion col-

lectors.They are the deteectors of the plasma ion cur-

rent which are located at long distances from target:

Itt)*eï(t}n(tJVttJoerhz/5 . it is obvious that the ion
current oscillogram is closely associated with the

density profile of plasma in the initial state of ex-

pansion. In this way- it is possible to effectively add

the interferometric results by the results from col-

lector method.

Quantitative measurements by means of ion collec-

tors are possible only at a simultaneous measuring 177



of the mean charge z (and atomic weight Â) versus ion.

velocity. The most reliable data may be obtained with

the Thomson mass-spectrometer.Typical features of the

ion energy spectrum at "Kalmar" installation /4/ are

as follows: maximum energy of the carbon ions usually

amounts 60-70 iceV, maximum proton energy varies

within a wider range 35-70 keV. However, in certain

shots the maximum energy reached »150keV (velocity

= 1.5-108cra/s) for carbon ions and 90 keV Cv^s4.2.108

cm/3) for protons.The protons having E 9?10 keV are

totally fast ions (V> 10 cm/s). Regularly observed

fluctuations of their energy spectrum are,apparently,

connected with temporal changes in the acceleration

electric field. Expansion of the thermal ions is des-

cribed mainly by hydrodynamic equations and,therefore,

the carbon ions with different charge have the same ma-

ximum energy.

The signal of the ion collector corresponding to

Y>108cra/s turns to be a direct measurement of the

proton distribution function «IH/cIV versus velocity.

The comparison of this function with the proton ener-

gy spectrum obtained with Thomson mass-spectrograph

demonstrates their identity (Pig.4).

in

5. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS OU PIASMA IiULSS RATE

Determination of the ion energy spectra as well as

the interferometric measurements allow one to calcu-

late the value of mass rate m at the target surface,

and then the pressure accelerating the nonevaporated

part v>f the target and the hydrodynamic efficiency rç -

l'atio of final shell kinetic energy to the absorbed

laser energy. These values depend considerably on the

3tate of the plasma corona which is determined by

FiK.4. Ion velocity spectrum obtained with ion col-

lector (O ) and mass-npeetrograph (A ) (in relative

units).In the upper right is shown ion current trace.

by the parameters of the laser pulse (flux density,

time duration, radiation wavelength) and the target

(radius, density, composition). It must be noted that

maas rate values for different experiments were de-

termined by other methods as «ell: X-ray spectroscopy

of complex targets, measuring the burning time of

the foils, measuring the plasma X-ray radiation
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Pig.5. Mass rate dependence on absorbed flux density:

Q- interferometric data of Lebedev Phys.Inst. (3,18);

A - ion collector data of NRL (1), EP (Koole Polytech-

nique) (9, 21), Lebedev Phys.Inst.(i4),KMS (15), ILL

(16), ILE(Osaka) (17)i

O ~ X-ray spectroacopy data of Rutherford Lab. (5),

ILE (6,25), LLE(Rocheater)(12); KRL(13);

id- foil burning data of Sandia (1), EP (10,11,23,41)!

• ^ X-ray attenuation data of Limeil (4);

O - Numerical calculations of LIB (7),EP(8),Limeil(i2);

Shell targets are marked by an additional circle,©

1-19 - data for 1.06 urn; 21-26 - 0.53 «m;

41 - 0.265 van.

attenuated by the thickness of nonevaporated layer.

Experimental and numerical calculation results for

flux densities 1012-1015W/cm2 are shown in Pig.5 .

The most part of the experiments is fitted by the fol-

lowing relation: mot q,a
v , v/here -J =0.75±0.1 .

At the increase, of ya the critical region lies at

a considerable distance rQ from the initial target

radius rQ> so part of the absorbed energy is con-

sumed on heating the expanding plasma within the re-

gion between rQ and rc. It is clear that f|<'Jnl ,

where rç,^ depends on the relative value of the tar-

get evaporated mas3 (optimum value of rçm «20-30 %

is reached at m. (t)/m»»0.2).

6. CONCLUSION

Thus, it has been shown that the experimental study

of the plasma corona dynamics turns to be one of the

main sources of the data, which are necessary for

thorough understanding of the processes associated

with the target acceleration by the laser radiation.
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